High obscuration of background stars behind dark clouds precludes the detection of optical diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) and hence our knowledge of DIB carriers in these environments. Taking advantage of the reduced obscuration of star-light in the near-infrared (NIR) we used one of the strongest NIR DIBs at 15273 Å to probe the presence and properties of its carrier throughout the nearby interstellar dark cloud Barnard 68. Equivalent widths (EW) have been measured for different ranges of visual extinction A V , using VLT/KMOS H-band (1.46-1.85 µm) moderate-resolution (R∼4000) spectra of 43 stars situated behind the cloud. To do so we fitted the data using synthetic stellar spectra from the APOGEE project and TAPAS synthetic telluric transmissions appropriate for the observing site and time period. The results show an increase of DIB EW with increasing A V . However, the rate of increase is much flatter than expected from the EW-A V quasi-proportionality established for this DIB in the Galactic diffuse interstellar medium. Based on a simplified inversion assuming sphericity, it is found that the volume density of the DIB carrier is 2.7 and 7.9 times lower than this expected average value in the external and central regions of the cloud which have n H 0.4 and 3.5 × 10 5 cm −3 , respectively. Further measurements with multiplex NIR spectrographs should allow detailed modeling of such an edge effect of this DIB and other bands and help clarifying its actual origin.
Introduction
One of the longest standing spectroscopic mysteries in interstellar medium (ISM) studies is the identity of the carriers of the so-called diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs). Except for a convincing identification of C + 60 (Campbell et al. 2016) , DIB carriers are still unknown and hypothesized to be due to long carbon chains, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or dehydrogenated aromatic-rich moieties in the gaseous phase (Herbig 1995; Sarre 2006; Snow 2014; Jones 2016) . In contrast to the hundreds of optical (400-900 nm) DIBs (Hobbs et al. 2009 ) only about 20 to 30 near-infrared (NIR, 900-2500 nm) DIBs have been detected in the diffuse ISM (Geballe et al. 2011; Cox et al. 2014; Hamano et al. 2016 ). These NIR DIBs offer an unique additional insight into the overall carrier population. In particular, in the NIR it is easier to probe more highly reddened lines-ofsight (i.e. A V > 10 mag), either due to a longer column of dust in the line-of-sight to a distant background source or due to denser environments. The absence of perfect correlations between different DIBs suggests that most bands arise from different carriers (Cami et al. 1997) . Studies of DIBs in the optical reveal there is a clear relation between their presence and neutral and molecular hydrogen abundances as well as with the effective interstellar radiation field strength. The latter particularly affects relative band strength ratios (Vos et al. 2011; Ensor et al. 2017) . Lan et al. (2015) have used massive SDSS datasets and demonstrated that most DIBs level off with respect to the reddening when sightlines cross opaque molecular clouds, and some extreme cases of DIB Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO programme 096.C-0931(A) disappearance have also been found (Snow et al. 2002) . This is also consistent with the weakness of NIR DIBs in dense interstellar environments (e.g. Adamson et al. 1994 ). Instead of looking at different sightlines that probe different interstellar clouds it is also possible to map the evolution of DIB carriers with extinction from the edge (representing diffuse ISM) to the core (representing dense ISM) of a single dark cloud. Tracing the behaviour of DIBs for A V up to 10 mag is, at present, only practical when using strong DIBs in the NIR. The 15273 Å DIB is particularly suited as its presence and properties in the ISM have been studied extensively thanks to the inclusion of this band in the APOGEE NIR survey (Zasowski et al. 2015; Elyajouri et al. 2016 Elyajouri et al. , 2017 . Here we present KMOS spectroscopic observations of the 15273 Å DIB towards 43 background sources probing Barnard 68 (B68). B68 is a nearby (125 pc), relatively isolated, starless Bok globule conveniently situated against a backdrop of Galactic Bulge (giant) stars. It is often seen as the prototypical case of a Bonner-Ebert sphere and shows a radial averaged extinction law (spanning from a few to several tens of magnitudes in visual extinction) that follows very closely the predicted case (Alves et al. 2001) . The radial density and temperature profile of B68 have been reconstructed accurately through NIR extinction and far-infrared and sub-mm emission measurements (e.g. Bergin et al. 2006; Nielbock et al. 2012; Steinacker et al. 2016 ).
Observations and data reduction
KMOS (Sharples et al. 2013 ) H-band spectra of 85 targets towards B68 were obtained in ∼200 from the center of the cloud. The 43 targets whose spectra could be used in the analysis (Sect. 3) are shown in Fig. 1 . The initial target list was based on selecting the 2MASS targets (J ∼ 12 -16 mag) at a range of distances from the center of the cloud. The final target selection was governed primarily by finding the most efficient configuration of the KMOS arms for the allocated time. Four instrument set-ups were defined and executed. Two configurations, in stare mode, were used to obtain spectra of the brightest target (J = 12-14 mag) and two for the faintest targets (J = 14-16 mag). The sky positions were observed every 3 science exposures. Parameters, seeing and airmass are listed in Table 1 . For each configuration about 20 arms were assigned to science targets and 3 to 4 arms were used for sky observations. The data were reduced using the KMOS data processing workflow (Davies et al. 2013 ) within the ESO Reflex environment. Average spectra were extracted from each 2.8 ×2.8 IFU. In most cases optimal extraction was chosen. In two instances two sources were captured by the IFU and these were extracted separately using average extraction from specified spatial windows. All spectra are in the geocentric frame. The extracted spectra range from 1.425 to 1.867 µm (pixel size of 0.00021582 µm) and the spectral resolving power is R∼4000 at 1.5273 µm. 
Extraction of the interstellar spectrum

Synthetic stellar and telluric spectra
In order to identify interstellar lines, one needs to fit each spectrum to a (stellar+telluric) model. Unfortunately, 2MASS stars behind B68 have unknown stellar parameters. To do a reliable analysis, synthetic models were extracted from the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE; Majewski (2012)) Stellar Parameters and Chemical Abundances Pipeline (ASPCAP, García Pérez et al. 2016) , which provides a synthetic stellar spectrum estimating the main stellar line locations for each giant star. In particular, we used models from the GK grid which covers 3500-6000 K (Mészáros et al. 2012) .
From this set a sample of 1500 ASPCAP models, with T eff = 3634 -6000 K, has been selected randomly. Since each APOGEE model is given in the corresponding stellar rest frame, the fitting procedure allows for a wavelength shift in order to compensate for the star radial velocity. Telluric transmission models of H 2 O adapted to the observing site, date and zenith angle were retrieved online from the Transmissions of the AtmosPhere for AStromomical data (TAPAS) service (Bertaux et al. 2014) . The stellar and telluric spectra were convolved with a Gaussian instrumental response for R=4000. Fig. 2 shows an example of stellar spectrum and a typical telluric transmission before and after convolution.
Fitting method
Each individual spectrum has been fitted by a combination of the convolved synthetic stellar spectrum S λ and the convolved telluric transmission model T λ with a 8 Å mask applied at the expected location of the DIB (around 15271 Å). Note that "illfit" stellar lines regions have also been masked. A linear function (parametrized with A and B) is included to adjust to the continuum level. Our model is described as follows :
, where α and β are the scaling factors which adjust the stellar and telluric feature depths to the observed flux. δλ is the free wavelength shift of the model. Note that the mathematically correct formula is the convolved product instead of our product of preliminarily convolved functions. However, we have checked that our simplified formula provides very similar fit results, owing to the broad instrumental function, but is much more efficient. As we focus on the strongest NIR DIB 15273, we selected a predefined fraction of the spectral range around the DIB location, i.e. 15216-15424 Å. All parameters A, B, α, β and δλ were free to vary. Note that the fit starts with the same initial guess except for the telluric scaling factor which is chosen according to the date of observation. We performed the adjustment for each of the 1500 ASPCAP models for each target and retained the model with the minimum χ 2 . We require the mean standard deviation to be less than 2.6% outside the DIB, which yields a sample of 43 targets with clean and wellenough fitted spectra. A visual inspection of the residuals (R λ = observed flux -total best-fitting model) allowed us to confirm the reliability of the procedure and that for selected targets the remaining fluctuations are solely due to the noise. These residuals were used to derive the actual noise level and error bars in individual spectra and in stacked spectra (see below). The SNRs in individual spectra range from 39 (i.e., our threshold) to 125. Our method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . To check the feasibility of the DIB extraction we then performed a simulation using a single spectrum and its fitted model. DIB absorptions were added with various strengths corresponding to the range of extinctions encountered in B68 and following the Zasowski et al. (2015) relation EW = 102 mÅ × A (1.01±0.01) V derived over three orders of magnitude in extinction. Fig. 3 shows that, in case the average law is verified, DIBs can be detected in this individual spectrum provided A V ≥ 2.
15273 Å DIB characterization
The residuals provide a first estimate of DIB detection or nondetection. However, we found that the DIB depth is often on the order of the noise amplitude. In order to improve the characterization of the DIB, we stacked residuals within groups of stars according to their A V 's in five intervals centered on {2.1; 5.2; 9.2; 13; 19.8} as shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding numbers of targets in each group are {19; 9; 9; 3; 3} and the SNRs decrease from 170 to 75. Then, we performed two Gaussian fits at the DIB location. A Gaussian profile has been shown to be appropriate by Zasowski et al. (2015) and Elyajouri et al. (2017) . The first fit is done for a fixed DIB width and location, as if the DIB feature was due only to the dark cloud. In the second, both width and locations were free to vary. Uncertainties on EWs are estimated conservatively from the noise level as in Elyajouri et al. (2016) . Fig. 4 displays the measured EW as a function of A V towards the B68 background star groups. Blue points show EWs with all free fit parameters and red ones correspond to the single cloud case. The results are compatible within error bars, but the fixed width case is found to correspond to a smoother evolution than the free width case, suggesting that this method is more reliable and from now we will adopt this solution. The results are compared with expectations from the above galactic average of Zasowski et al. (2015) . It can be seen that the measured reddening values at cloud periphery and center would imply 2.7 and 6.8 times higher values.
Simplified inversion
We have performed a simplified inversion of DIB carrier columns (here EWs scaled by an unknown fixed number) in order to retrieve the true radial (3D) structure from the projected (2D) observed structure. We assumed that B68 is spherical and composed of concentric homogeneous spherical shells and the Abel transform can be replaced by an iterative computation starting from the most external layer. The density is assumed negligible outside of the most external layer. All parameters depend only on the radial distance r to the center that is proportional to the sightline angular distance from cloud center. The local volume density of the DIB carrier is described by a function n(DIB)(r) (cm −3 ). The onion peeling algorithm first computes n(r) in the external layer by simply dividing the external column density by the path length through the external shell. The next sightline through the adjacent, more internal shell, crosses the first and second shells only and the volume density in the second shell is obtained by dividing the DIB column by the path length through this second shell, after subtraction of the contribution of the path length through the first one, using the previously derived density. This simple computation is iterated until one reaches the cloud central densest sphere. Fig. 4 shows n(DIB) within the 5 shells (each corresponding to a measured EW). As a check of our procedure we have applied the same algorithm to the reddening, i.e. the column of large H nuclei assuming a constant dust to H ratio N H = 6.25 × 10 25 E(B-V) and d=125 pc. The resulting volume densities n(H) range from 0.5 to 3.5 ×10 5 cm −3 (Fig. 4) and are roughly consistent with the results of Nielbock et al. (2012) , showing that despite the limited number of shells the procedure gives reasonable estimates of volume densities. Fig. 4 also shows that the fractional abundance n(DIB)/n(H) decreases by a factor 3 from periphery to center. A simple scaling shows that n(DIB)/n(H) is 2.7 (resp. 7.9) smaller than the aver- Bottom: Volume density of DIB carrier n(DIB) based on the simplified inversion of EWs (left scale). Also shown is the inverted volume density n(H) based on A V data. n(DIB) has been artificially scaled in such a way the two curves cross for the external layer. The ratio between the DIB carrier and H volume densities is also displayed (right scale).
age deduced from the Zasowski et al. (2015) law at 0.018 (resp. 0.059) pc from cloud center.
Discussion
VLT KMOS spectra of stars beyond B68 have been used to derive the strengths of the associated 15273 Å DIB, and to infer a first estimate of the volume density distribution of the DIB carrier. Following the general trend established for most optical DIBs (see e.g. Lan et al. 2015) , the DIB EW is leveling off with respect to the extinction. At A V =2.1 it is already at least 2.7 times below the average level measured along distant sightlines (Zasowski et al. 2015) , and, for our most central direction with A V 20, it is 7 times below this level. In terms of volume densities in the spherical approximation, this corresponds to a 2.7 (resp. 7.9) depletion from periphery (r=0.018 pc) to center (r=0.059 pc). This 15273 Å DIB depletion is less severe here than for strong optical DIBs in the remarkable case of the Orion star HD 62542 (Snow et al. 2002) , in particular in the case of the 6284 Å DIB (at least 25 times depleted with respect to average shielded ζ-type sightlines, Ádámkovics et al. (2005) ). This may be surprising since both DIBs have similar average responses to the radiation field (Elyajouri et al. 2017) . Fig. 4 compares the dependence on the extinction of the 15273 Å in B68 and of the 6284 Å DIB in Fig. 9 of Lan et al. (2015) . A scaling factor has been applied to match the strength of DIB 15273 Å in the linear region. There is a marked leveling off with respect to the extinction at A V 1 for both DIBs. Above A V =2 the EW decrease observed for the 6284 Å DIB may be absent for the 15273 Å DIB, however the overlap in the extinction ranges is too small to firmly conclude. If confirmed, such differences would show that, despite the similarity between the responses to the radiation field, the 15273 DIB carriers do not behave in the dark cloud B68 as the 6284 DIB carriers in molecular clouds or Orion nebula stripped clouds. The life cycle of the carriers and its drivers are still under study. The UV radiation is recognized to play a primary role, and in the context of PAH-like carriers it would certainly directly influence the charge state of PAHs (e.g. Ruiterkamp et al. 2005 ) and the resulting disappearance of some DIBs. Additional photo-processing and hydrogenation or de-hydrogenation likely enter in play (e.g. Vuong & Foing 2000) . Bertaux & Lallement (2017) suggested that a general carrier disappearance could additionally be due to coagulation into aggregates, as predicted by some evolutionary models of dust (Jones 2016) . Our study demonstrates that future measurements using multiplex NIR spectrographs and extended to more DIBs, more targets and various types of clouds should allow one to probe the volume density distribution of the DIB carriers precisely enough to shed light on the processes which govern their carrier formation and destruction.
